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To <<First Name>> <<Last Name>>
“I can live with doubt and uncertainty and not
knowing. I think it is much more interesting to live
not knowing than to have answers that might be
wrong.” ~ Richard Feynman
This week on The Solari Report, Chuck Gibson joins
me for our quarterly Equity Overview.
In our January Annual Wrap Up, I introduced the
concept of the shift from Global 2.0 to Global 3.0.
Rather than focus on the deterioration in the
government systems from which assets have been
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shifted, I wanted to focus on the reinvestment of
those resources. Where are resources going and
what are the implications for our society and
economy?
I explored these developments further in our 1st and
2nd Quarter Wrap Ups. The result was many
excellent questions from subscribers about the
implications for the equity markets and for your
investment strategy.
To respond, Chuck and I decided to focus this
Equity Overview on the investorʼs perspective on
Global 3.0.
To do so, I reviewed the twelve trends that will have
the greatest impact on the economy in the 3rd
Quarter Wrap Up.
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This coming week, after Chuck updates us on
recent developments in the equity markets, we will
describe how these trends are emerging in the
equity markets. Then we will cover the key risk
issues and the implications to your investment
strategy, including the pros and cons or a buy and
hold strategy, the role of diversification and the
importance of quality in leadership – whether of
companies, funds or custodians.
Chuck has prepared a series of graphs and charts
that give you a strategic view of both markets and
the history of investment performance.
Catherine Austin Fitts
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The Secret Space Program Videos are Now Available
to Solari Report Subscribers!
Our friends from The Secret Space Program have very kindly allowed us to provide
the video to our subscribers!
“What is in space now and what can be? How does space influence all of our lives?
Are there Cosmic Cultures and Civilizations? Are they visiting us, are they under us?
If so, how will this impact our lives? Midst all the myths and legends, speculations
and interpretations, theories and perspectives, fears and “research”, how does one
discern the truth? With the spins and twists presented in books, documentaries,
conferences and speakers, you might find your answers during this unique
conference.
If we manage to ask the right questions and put some of the pieces together we
might be getting closer to some kind of answer – what is really going on out there?
Who is really running things? What are their goals? Why are they behaving this
way?”
See it here or Subscribe

Solari Report Subscription "Special Offer"
Sign up for a one-year subscription to receive a free Solari Coin or a 6-month
subscript to receive a limited edition Solari cap!
The Solari Coin is a one ounce, silver round designed by Ben Lizardi of Lizardi
Studio and minted by the Northwest Territorial Mint. The coin design features a solar
armillary (the Solari logo) on one side and the horsemen of the Knights Templar on
the other side. This coin is representative of Solariʼs purpose: to align interests,
protect, guide, and lead through troubled times.
Learn more here!
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Highlights from Last Week's Report
As lending terms start to relax, more people are looking to buy homes or help their
children and grandchildren buy their first one.
There are many benefits to owning your own home – if you do it right. However,
finding the right home is a complex matter, let alone going through the process of
buying and financing a home. If you have never done it before, the challenge can
seem daunting. You are making a purchase of both a major consumption good and,
ideally, a major investment.
Dr. Gary Eldred, author of Investing in Real Estate, once sent his students out to
interview hundreds of real estate professionals to create a comprehensive list of all
the mistakes and pitfalls to avoid, publishing it in his classic The 106 Common
Mistakes Homebuyers Make (and how to Avoid Them)
Dr. Eldred joins me on The Solari Report to go back to basics and step through the
dos and donʼts of buying a home.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A live, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized
experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and
financial climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
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objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2012
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